Here are several steps to take when troubleshooting these scanners. Start with step 1 and continue until the problem seems to be resolved.

1. Make sure all cables are plugged in properly to the cradle, the computer, and a power outlet. This document has pictures showing how they should be plugged in: Follett 6300 Cordless Barcode Scanner – Cable Connection Guide
   From <https://www.granitemedia.org/library-resources/#library-management>

   If you find a problem with any of these, correct it, and then place the scanner into the cradle for a few seconds, and test again to see if that resolved the issue.
   a. If it was an issue with the power cable, the scanner may need to recharge in the cradle for a few minutes before you can start testing or using it.
   b. If the problem was with the connection to the computer, you may need to reboot the computer after correcting the connection.

2. Unplugging the cables from the cradle for a few seconds and then plugging them back in, then placing the scanner in the cradle can sometimes reset the cradle and get it working again.

3. If it seems the scanner is successfully scanning barcodes but they are not being sent to the computer, try plugging the USB cord from the cradle into a different USB port on the computer. I've found that for whatever reason some USB ports on some computers just don't work with these scanners, and if you switch to a different port it will suddenly work.

4. Page 17 of the Quick Reference Guide has a key to the various light indicators on the scanner and the
One of the most common problems is that the scanner and the cradle need to be re-paired. Here are three fixes for that - try the first one, and if it doesn't solve the issue, move on to the second one, then the third one.

a. Easiest fix, if it works:
   i. Pick up the cradle and on the underside of it you should see a barcode label that says “ST Address” or something like that – scan that barcode with the wireless scanner.
ii. There should be some flashing and beeping, and then hopefully they will pair up. You may want to place the scanner in the cradle for a few seconds after doing this, and then pick it back up and test if it scans and sends the numbers to your computer.

b. If the steps in "a" above didn't correct the problem, on p. 24 of the "Quick Reference Guide" you may need to enable “Cradle Host Mode” – you scan 4 things to do this:
   i. Scan “Start of Configuration”
   ii. Scan “Cradle Host mode enable”
   iii. Scan “End of Configuration”
   iv. Scan the barcode on the underside of the cradle as described in "a" above, and then place the scanner in the cradle for a few seconds before testing to see if it scans and sends numbers to your computer.

c. if the steps in "b" above didn't correct the problem, you can additionally try this on p. 23 of the Quick Reference Guide
   i. Scan “Start of Configuration”
   ii. Scan “Return scanner to factory defaults”
   iii. Scan “End of Configuration”
   iv. Scan “Start of Configuration”
   v. Scan “Return cradle host to factory defaults”
   vi. Scan “End of Configuration”
   vii. Try the steps in "b" above again.
6. If none of the above troubleshooting steps resolve the problem, or if the problem returns after you have moved the scanner, it may be that one or both of the cables has gone bad and needs to be replaced. Josh Whiting has replacement cables available that can be sent to you for testing. You can also schedule with Josh for him to come do additional troubleshooting of your scanner at your school and test replacement cables.